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Abstract
Let G be a connected graph and S a set of vertices of G. The Steiner distance of S is the smallest number of edges in a connected
subgraph of G that contains S and is denoted by dG(S) or d(S). The Steiner n-eccentricity en(v) and Steiner n-distance dn(v) of
a vertex v in G are deﬁned as en(v) = max{d(S)| S ⊆ V (G), |S| = n and v ∈ S} and dn(v) =∑{d(S)| S ⊆ V (G), |S| = n
and v ∈ S}, respectively. The Steiner n-center Cn(G) of G is the subgraph induced by the vertices of minimum n-eccentricity.
The Steiner n-median Mn(G) of G is the subgraph induced by those vertices with minimum Steiner n-distance. Let T be a tree.
Oellermann and Tian [O.R. Oellermann, S. Tian, Steiner centers in graphs, J. Graph Theory 14 (1990) 585–597] showed that Cn(T )
is contained in Cn+1(T ) for all n2. Beineke et al. [L.W. Beineke, O.R. Oellermann, R.E. Pippert, On the Steiner median of a
tree, Discrete Appl. Math. 68 (1996) 249–258] showed that Mn(T ) is contained in Mn+1(T ) for all n2. Then, Oellermann [O.R.
Oellermann, On Steiner centers and Steiner medians of graphs, Networks 34 (1999) 258–263] asked whether these containment
relationships hold for general graphs. In this note we show that for every n2 there is an inﬁnite family of block graphs G for
which Cn(G)Cn+1(G). We also show that for each n2 there is a distance–hereditary graph G such that Mn(G)Mn+1(G).
Despite these negative examples, we prove that if G is a block graph then Mn(G) is contained in Mn+1(G) for all n2. Further, a
linear time algorithm for ﬁnding the Steiner n-median of a block graph is presented and an efﬁcient algorithm for ﬁnding the Steiner
n-distances of all vertices in a block graph is described.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this note we consider Steiner n-centers and Steiner n-medians for connected graphs. Graph theory notation and
terminology not given here can be found in Bondy and Murty [2]. A path v0v1 · · · vk in G is called an induced path if
the subgraph of G induced by {v0, v1, . . . , vk} is a path.
Let G be a connected graph and S a set of vertices of G. By abuse of notation, we sometimes use S to represent the
subgraph induced by S. The Steiner distance of S in G is the minimum number of edges in a connected subgraph of G
that contains S and is denoted by dG(S) (or simply d(S) if it causes no confusion). Such a subgraph is necessarily a
tree, and is called a Steiner tree for S in G. The Steiner n-eccentricity en(x) (or simply n-eccentricity) of a vertex x in
a graph G is deﬁned in [3] as
en(x) = max{dG(S) : S ⊆ V (G), x ∈ S and |S| = n}.
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The Steiner n-distance dn(x) (n2) (or simply n-distance) of a vertex x in G is deﬁned as
dn(x) =
∑
{dG(S) : S ⊆ V (G), x ∈ S and |S| = n}.
The Steiner n-center Cn(G) (or simply n-center) of a graph G is the subgraph induced by the vertices of minimum
n-eccentricity in G. The Steiner n-median (or simply n-median) Mn(G) of a graph G is the subgraph induced by the
vertices of minimum n-distance in G. Note that the 2-eccentricity of a vertex is simply its eccentricity, the 2-center of
G is its center, and the 2-median of G is its median.
In [8] Oellermann and Tian represented a relationship between the n-center and (n + 1)-center of a tree T. They
showed that Cn(T ) is contained in Cn+1(T ) for all n2. In [1] Beineke et al. showed that the containment relationship
between the n-median and (n+1)-median is also true for trees. They showed that if T is a tree, thenMn(T ) is contained
in Mn+1(T ) for all n2. In [6], Oellermann asked whether these containment relationships hold for general graphs.
In this note we show that for every n2 there is an inﬁnite family of block graphs G for which Cn(G)Cn+1(G). We
also show that for each n2 there is a distance–hereditary graph G such that Mn(G)Mn+1(G). In [7], Oellermann
further asked if there are graphs G with Cn(G)∩Cn+1(G)= ∅. In Section 4 we show that there is an inﬁnite family of
graphs G such that C2(G) and C4(G) are disjoint. This might give a clue to attacking the question asked in [7]. Despite
these negative examples, in Section 2, we show that if G is a block graph then Mn(G) is contained in Mn+1(G) for
all n2. In Section 3 a linear time algorithm for ﬁnding the Steiner n-median of a block graph is presented and an
efﬁcient algorithm for ﬁnding the Steiner n-distances of all vertices in a block graph is described.
2. Steiner medians of block graphs
To make the notation less cumbersome we will write S + x, S − y and S − x − y instead of S ∪ {x}, S\{y}
and S\{x, y}, respectively. For two adjacent vertices x and y in G, we use Vxy and V =xy to denote the vertex subsets
{v ∈ V (G) : dG(v, x)< dG(v, y)} and {v ∈ V (G) : dG(v, x) = dG(v, y)}, respectively, where dG(v, x) (or simply
d(v, x)) is the length of the shortest path between nodes v and x in graph G. For an integer k1, we will denote by
V kxy the collection of k-vertex subsets {S ⊆ V (G) − x − y : |S| = k and dG(S + x)< dG(S + y)}. For a vertex subset
U of a graph G, we use
(
U
k
)
to denote the collection of k-subsets in U, that is
(
U
k
)
= {S ⊆ U : |S| = k}. And we write
v ∈ S ∈
(
U
k
)
to mean v ∈ S and S ∈
(
U
k
)
.We next give a technical lemma that will be useful throughout the paper.
Lemma 1. If xy is an edge of graph G of order |V (G)|n2, then dn(y) − dn(x) = |V n−1xy | − |V n−1yx |.
Proof. By the deﬁnition of n-distance, we have
dn(y) − dn(x) =
∑
y∈S∈
(
V (G)
n
) d(S) −
∑
x∈S∈
(
V (G)
n
) d(S)
=
∑
S∈
(
V (G)−x−y
n−1
){d(S + y) − d(S + x)}
=
∑
S∈
(
V (G)−x−y
n−1
)
d(S+y)−d(S+x)=1
1 −
∑
S∈
(
V (G)−x−y
n−1
)
d(S+y)−d(S+x)=−1
1
= |V n−1xy | − |V n−1yx |.
The last two equalities follow from the fact that |d(S + y) − d(S + x)|1, since xy is an edge of G. 
In a graph G, a vertex x is a cut-vertex if deleting x and all edges incident to it increases the number of connected
components. A block of a graph is a maximal connected vertex-induced subgraph that has no cut vertices. A block
graph is a connected graph whose blocks are complete graphs. Note that trees are block graphs. In [1] Beineke et al.
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Fig. 1. Paths P and Q.
showed that Mn(T ) is contained in Mn+1(T ) for all n2. We observe that their ideas and techniques might work well
on the tree-like structure of a connected block graph. In Theorem 5 we prove that the Steiner n-median of a block graph
is contained in its Steiner (n + 1)-median. One might think that the containment relationships hold for other tree-like
graphs, but in Section 4 we show that this is not the case.
Theorem 2. Suppose G is a block graph with |V (G)|n, and xy is an edge of G. If Vxy , Vyx and V =xy have cardinalities
r, s and t, respectively, then
dn(y) − dn(x) =
(
r + t − 1
n − 1
)
−
(
s + t − 1
n − 1
)
.
Proof. By Lemma 1 it sufﬁces to show that |V n−1xy | =
(
r+t−1
n−1
)
−
(
t
n−1
)
. First, we claim the following result:
Claim A. If z ∈ Vxy then x lies on every (z, y)-path P.
Proof. To the contrary, assume that x /∈P for a (z, y)-path P. Let Q be a shortest (z, x)-path. Denote by w the last
vertex common to P and Q (see Fig. 1).
Then G has two internally disjoint (w, y)-paths: one is the section of P from w to y, and the other is the section of
Q from w to x together with edge xy. It follows that vertices x, y and w are in a common block of G, and hence w is
adjacent to both x and y, since each block of G is a complete graph. Therefore d(z, y) = d(z, x). But this contradicts
the hypothesis that d(z, y)> d(z, x), and so the claim is true. 
Next we show that V n−1xy is exactly the following collection of (n − 1)-sets
F=
{
S ∈
(
V (G) − x − y
n − 1
)
: S ∩ Vxy = ∅ and S ∩ Vyx = ∅
}
.
First we show that if S ∈F, then S belongs to V n−1xy . Let T be a Steiner tree for S +y in G. Let z be a vertex in S ∩Vxy .
Claim A says that the (z, y)-path in tree T contains vertex x. Furthermore, if there is a path v1v2 · · · vky in the Steiner
tree T with origin v1 ∈ S ∩ V =xy then vertex vk is adjacent to x. See Fig. 2 for an illustration of the statements of the
above results, where shaded and hatched regions represent parts of blocks of G, and z ∈ S ∩ Vxy . If Vxy = ∅, then
it follows from Claim A that x must be a cut-vertex and the hatched regions in Fig. 2 contain no vertices of S, since
S ∩ Vxy = ∅ and S ∩ Vyx = ∅.
One can obtain a tree T ′ from T by deleting vertex y and connecting its neighbors to vertex x. Notice that T ′ contains
S + x and for which |E(T ′)|< |E(T )|. Hence d(S + x)< d(S + y). We conclude that S ∈ V n−1xy .
Next we show that V n−1xy ⊆ F. Suppose, to the contrary, there is an element S in V n−1xy with S ∩ Vxy = ∅ or
S ∩ Vyx = ∅. We consider two cases. If S ∩ Vyx = ∅ then, by Claim A, a Steiner tree for S + x will contain y and
hence d(S + y)d(S + x), contradicting our choice of S. If S ∩ Vyx = ∅ and S ∩ Vxy = ∅ then S ⊆ V =xy , and hence
d(S + x) = d(S + y). But this also contradicts the choice of S. Over all we have
|V n−1xy | = |F| =
∣∣∣∣
(
Vxy ∪ V =xy − x
n − 1
)∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣
(
V =xy
n − 1
)∣∣∣∣=
(
r + t − 1
n − 1
)
−
(
t
n − 1
)
. 
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Fig. 2. A path abcdey in a Steiner tree T of S + y, where a ∈ S ∩ V=xy .
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Corollary 3. If xy is an edge of a connected block graph and n2, then dn(y)> dn(x) if and only if |Vxy |> |Vyx | and
|Vxy | + |V =xy |n.
It was shown by Beineke et al. [1] that if T is a tree, then Mn(T ) is contained in Mn+1(T ) for all n2. In Theorem 5
we show that the containment relationship between the n-median and (n + 1)-median is also true for block graphs. To
this end we prove the following lemma about structural properties of block graphs, which closely parallels Corollary
2 of [1].
Lemma 4. Suppose G is a block graph with |V (G)|n. If v0v1 · · · vk , k2, is an induced path of G then Vv0v1 ⊆
Vvk−1vk and Vvkvk−1 ⊆ Vv1v0 . That is |Vv1v0 | − |Vv0v1 | |Vvkvk−1 | − |Vvk−1vk |. Moreover, if dn(v0)< dn(v1) then
dn(v1)< dn(v2)< · · ·<dn(vk).
Proof. By symmetry we only need to prove Vv0v1 ⊆ Vvk−1vk . First we want to show that if z is a vertex in Vv0v1 then it
is also in Vv1v2 .
If not, then we have dG(z, v1)dG(z, v2). Now, let P be a shortest (z, v0)-path and Q a shortest (z, v2)-path. Since
dG(z, v1)> dG(z, v0), we have v1 /∈P ∪ Q. This implies that vertices v0, v1 and v2 lie on a cycle of G (see Fig. 3 for
an illustration), and hence v0 and v2 are in a common block of block graph G. But this is impossible, since v0 and
v2 are not adjacent in G. Therefore we arrive at Vv0v1 ⊆ Vv1v2 . Continuing in this way we obtain Vv0v1 ⊆ Vv1v2 ⊆
Vv2v3 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Vvk−1vk , and the ﬁrst part of the lemma follows. In fact, in exactly the same way, we can show that
V =vt−2vt−1 ⊆ Vvt−1vt for any t2.
Next suppose dn(v0)< dn(v1). Then, by Corollary 3, we have |Vv0v1 |> |Vv1v0 | and |Vv0v1 | + |V =v0v1 |n. To prove
the second part of the lemma, it sufﬁces to show that dn(v1)< dn(v2). By the results proved in the previous para-
graph we have |Vv1v2 | |Vv0v1 | + |V =v0v1 |n and |Vv1v2 | |Vv0v1 |> |Vv1v0 | |Vv2v1 |. Then by Theorem 2, dn(v1)<
dn(v2). 
Theorem 5. If G is a block graph with |V (G)|n + 13, then Mn(G) ⊆ Mn+1(G).
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Proof. Bycontradiction.Letv0 be avertex inMn(G)but not inMn+1(G). Clearly, there is an inducedpathv0v1 · · · vk−1vk
with the properties that vk is in Mn+1(G) but vk−1 is not. By Corollary 3, since dn+1(vk−1)> dn+1(vk), we have
|Vvkvk−1 |> |Vvk−1vk |. Thus, from Lemma 4, we have |Vv1v0 |> |Vv0v1 |. By Corollary 3 again, we have dn(v0)> dn(v1),
contrary to v0 ∈ Mn(G). Thus Mn(G) must be contained in Mn+1(G). 
It would be interesting to ask if Theorem 5 holds for distance–hereditary graphs [5], particularly since the distance–
hereditary graphs are also Steiner distance hereditary [4]. In Section 4, we show that for each n2 there is a
distance–hereditary graph G such that Mn(G)Mn+1(G).
3. Finding Steiner medians of block graphs
Theorem 6. Suppose G is a block graph with |V (G)|n2 and suppose G is not a complete graph. If vertex x is not
a cut-vertex of G, then either x is not a vertex in the Steiner n-median of G, or |V (G)| = n.
Proof. Since G is not a complete graph, G has at least two blocks, and hence there is a cut-vertex y adjacent to x. Let
Vyx and V =xy have cardinalities s and t, respectively. Note that block graphs can be obtained from trees by changing
edges to cliques. It is clear that, since x is not a cut-vertex of G and y is a cut-vertex of G, |Vxy | is equal to 1 and s2.
By Theorem 2 we have
dn(y) − dn(x) =
(
t
n − 1
)
−
(
s + t − 1
n − 1
)
.
If s+ t −1n−1 then dn(y)−dn(x)< 0, and hence x is not a vertex in the Steiner n-median of G. If s+ t −1<n−1
then we have |V (G)| = s + t + 1n and hence |V (G)| = n, since, by hypothesis, we have |V (G)|n. 
In the following algorithm we use the following notation: −→Gc has two kinds of arcs u ← v and u ↔ v. For an arc
of the form u ← v (resp. u → v), we say that it is an out-edge of vertex v (resp. u). For the purpose of our algorithm
we assume that an arc of the type u ↔ v is not an out-edge of u or v.
Algorithm FindSteinerMedian(G, n)
Input: A block graph G with |V (G)|n2.
Output: The n-median Mn(G) of G.
Begin
1. if n = |V (G)| or G is a complete graph,
then Mn(G) ←− G and STOP.
2.Let Gc be the subgraph of G induced by the cut-vertices of G.
3.Construct a graph −→Gc with two kinds of arcs from Gc as follows:
4. for each edge uv in Gc,
if |Vuv|> |Vvu| and |Vuv| + |V =uv|n,
then replace the edge uv by an arc of the form u ← v,
else if |Vuv|< |Vvu| and |Vvu| + |V =uv|n,
then replace the edge uv by an arc of the form u → v,
else replace the edge uv by an arc of the form u ↔ v.
5.Let Mn(G) be those vertices in
−→
Gc with no out-edges.
End.
Notice that in the proof of Theorem 7 we will show that if −→Gc has arcs of the form u ↔ v then the subgraph induced
by these arcs is the n-median.
Theorem 7. Suppose G = (V ,E) is a block graph with |V |n2. Algorithm FindSteinerMedian(G, n) correctly
ﬁnds the Steiner n-median of G in time O(|V | + |E|).
Proof. Tarjan’s depth-ﬁrst search algorithm [9] can be used to construct both Gc and −→Gc in O(|E|) time for a block
graphG. After step 4, let S be the vertices of−→Gc that have no out-edges. Clearlywe haveMn(G) ⊆ S. For the correctness
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of the algorithm, we show that S\Mn(G) is an empty set.We prove this by assuming that there is a vertex v ∈ S\Mn(G).
Let v0v1 · · · vk be an induced path of G, where v0 is a vertex in Mn(G), vk = v and {v1, v2, · · · , vk−1} ∩ Mn(G) = ∅.
If k = 1 then v0 ↔ v is an arc of −→Gc and hence dn(v0) = dn(v), contrary to the choice of v. If k2 then by Lemma
4 we have dn(vk−1)< dn(v), since dn(v0)< dn(v1). But that means that vk−1 ← v is an arc of −→Gc, and hence v has a
out-edge, another contradiction to the choice of v. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Ablock of a block graphG that contains exactly one cut-vertex is called an end-block ofG. The following observation
parallels a result of Beineke et al. (see [1, p. 253]). The proof of Observation 8 is extremely similar to the proof of an
analogous result for trees derived in [1], hence we omit the proof. Using an algorithm resembling the algorithm for
trees in [1], with the aid of Theorem 2 and Observation 8, one can easily ﬁnd the Steiner n-distance of all vertices in a
block graph in polynomial time.
Observation 8. Suppose x is a vertex in an end-block of a block graph G with |V (G)|n2, and x is not a cut-vertex
of G. Let y be a vertex of G adjacent to x. Let d ′n(y) (resp. dn(y)) denote the Steiner n-distance of y in G\x (resp. G).
Then we have
dn(y) = d ′n(y) + d ′n−1(y) +
( |V (G)| − 2
n − 2
)
.
4. Examples
It was shown in [1,8], respectively, that Cn(T ) is contained in Cn+1(T ) and Mn(T ) is contained in Mn+1(T ) for
any tree T and for all n2. At ﬁrst thought, one might think that the containment relationships hold for a tree-like
graph. However, in Fig. 4 we have a tree-like graph H which has C3(H) = {a, b, c, x, y}{x} = C4(H). Moreover,
since M2(H) = {x, y, b}, d3(x) = 13 and d3(y) = 14, we have M2(H)M3(H). Notice that H is a partial 2-tree, an
interval graph, and is also a distance–hereditary graph. In Example 11, we further show that for each n3 there is also
a distance–hereditary graph G such that Mn(G)Mn+1(G). In Section 2, we showed that if G is a block graph then
Mn(G) ⊆ Mn+1(G) for all n2. However, in Example 10, we show that there is an inﬁnite family of block graphs G
such that Cn(G)Cn+1(G). As an example, the block graph B depicted in Fig. 4 has {a, b, c} =C2(B)C3(B), since
e3(a) = 3 and e3(b) = 4.
The following proposition even shows that graphs G with C−2(G) = V (G) and C−1(G) = {z} can be constructed
systematically, where  = |V (G)|.
Proposition 9. Suppose G is a connected graph having exactly one cut-vertex z. Let  = |V (G)|. If G has a 2-vertex
cut {a, b} such that z /∈ {a, b}, then C−2(G) = V (G) and C−1(G) = {z}.
Proof. First, consider the Steiner ( − 1)-center of G. Since e−1(z) = dG(V (G) − u) for some non-cut-vertex u,
e−1(z) =  − 2. We note that if vertex x = z then e−1(x) =  − 1, because e−1(x)dG(V (G) − z) =  − 1. Thus
C−1(G) = {z}.
Next, for any vertex y ofG, we claim that e−2(y)=−2. Indeed, if y /∈ {a, b} then e−2(y)dG(V (G)−a−b)−2,
since {a, b} is a 2-vertex cut of G. We also note that e−2(b)dG(V (G)− a − z) − 2, since z is a cut-vertex of G.
On the other hand, if S is a vertex subset of cardinality −2, say S =V (G)−{c, d} with c = z, then V (G)− c induces
y
a
b
x c
b
a c
 B H
Fig. 4. Graph H and block graph B.
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Fig. 6. Block graph B6,4.
a connected subgraph of G which contains S. Thus dG(S)− 2. It follows that e−2(y)− 2 for any vertex y of G.
We conclude that C−2(G) = V (G). 
In the following example we consider two inﬁnite families of graphs Hk and Ba,b. Let Hk be a graph such that
V (Hk) =⋃ki=1{y, z, xi, yi, zi, wi} and
E(Hk) =
k−1⋃
i=1
{wiwi+1, xixi+1, yiyi+1, zizi+1, yxk, yy1, yzk, zyk, zz1, zwk}.
For positive integers a >b, let Ba,b be a block graph with V (Ba,b)={x1, x2, . . . , xa}∪{y1, y2, . . . , yb} andE(Ba,b)=
{xixj : 1 i < ja} ∪ {xkyk : 1kb}. As examples, graphs H2 and H3 are depicted in Fig. 5, and block graph B6,4
is depicted in Fig. 6.
Example 10. (a) For each positive integer k, C2(Hk) and C4(Hk) are disjoint. (b) For positive integers a >b2,
Cb(Ba,b)Cb+1(Ba,b).
Proof. (a) It is easy to check that C2(Hk) ⊆⋃ki=1{yi, zi}. For each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, we have
e4(y) = dHk ({x1, y, z, w1})
< dHk ({x1, yi, zi, w1})
e4(yi).
By symmetry we also have e4(z)< e4(zi) for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. It follows that ⋃ki=1{yi, zi} and C4(Hk) are
disjoint. Thus C2(Hk) and C4(Hk) are disjoint.
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Fig. 8. Graphs D3 and D4.
(b) We have Cb(Ba,b) = {x1, x2, . . . , xa}, since eb(xi) = 2b − 2 for 1 ia and eb(yj ) = 2b − 1 for 1jb. We
also note that Cb+1(Ba,b) = {x1, x2, . . . , xb}, since eb+1(xi) = 2b − 1 for 1 ib, eb+1(xi) = 2b for b + 1 ia,
and eb+1(yj ) = 2b for 1jb. Therefore Cb(Ba,b)Cb+1(Ba,b). 
In fact, it can be veriﬁed that C3(Hk)C4(Hk) and C5(Ht )C6(Ht ) for all k1 and t4. The details of the proof
are left to the readers.
In the followingwe consider two families of graphsGk andDk . LetGk be a graphwithV (Gk)=⋃ki=1{x, y, ui, di, fi}
and
E(Gk) =
k⋃
i=1
{xy, xui, xdi, ydi, yf i, uidi}.
For k3, letDk be a graphwithV (Dk)={w, x, y1, y2}∪{z1, z2, . . . , z2k−4} andE(Dk)={wx, xy1, xy2, y1y2}∪{yizj :
1 i2 and 1j2k − 4} ∪ {zizj : 1 i < j2k − 4}. As examples, graphs G1, G2 and G3 are depicted in Fig. 7,
and graphs D3 and D4 are depicted in Fig. 8. It is easy to see that G1 and Dk , k3, are distance–hereditary graphs [5].
Example 11. (a) For each positive integer k2, we have M2(Gk)M3(Gk). (b) For each distance–hereditary graph
Dk , k3, we have Mk(Dk)Mk+1(Dk).
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Proof. (a) For each positive integer k2, it is easy to check that M2(Gk) = {x, y}. Let Uk = {u1, u2, . . . , uk},
Dk = {d1, d2, . . . , dk} and Fk = {f1, f2, . . . , fk}. By deﬁnition, the 3-distance d3(x) of a vertex x in Gk can be
calculated as follows:
d3(x) =
∑
{d(S + x) : S ⊆ V (Gk) − x, |S| = 2}
= 2
( |Uk| + |Dk| + |{y}|
2
)
+ 3
( |Uk| + |Dk|
1
)( |Fk|
1
)
+ 2
( |{y}|
1
)( |Fk|
1
)
+ 3
( |Fk|
2
)
= k(23k + 5)
2
.
In a similar way, we arrive at d3(y)=k(23k+3)/2, where d3(y) is the 3-distance of y inGk . Clearly {x, y}M3(Gk),
since d3(x) = d3(y).
(b) By Lemma 1, we see that Mk(Dk) = {x, y1, y2} for k3, since
dk(x) − dk(y1) = |V k−1y1x | − |V k−1xy1 |
= |{S : S ⊆ {z1, . . . , z2k−4}, |S| = k − 1}|
− |{S + w + y2 : S ⊆ {z1, . . . , z2k−4}, |S| = k − 3}|
=
(2k − 4
k − 1
)
−
(2k − 4
k − 3
)
= 0,
dk(y1) − dk(z1) = |V k−1z1y1 | − |V k−1y1z1 |
= 0 − |{S + w : S ⊆ {z2, . . . , z2k−4}, |S| = k − 2}
∪ {S + x : S ⊆ {z2, . . . , z2k−4}, |S| = k − 2}
∪ {S + w + x : S ⊆ {z2, . . . , z2k−4}, |S| = k − 3}|< 0,
and dk(w)>dk(x).
Next, we claim that Mk(Dk)Mk+1(Dk) for k3. Indeed, by Lemma 1, we have
dk+1(x) − dk+1(y1) = |V ky1x | − |V kxy1 |
= |{S : S ⊆ {z1, . . . , z2k−4}, |S| = k}|
− |{S + w + y2 : S ⊆ {z1, . . . , z2k−4}, |S| = k − 2}|
=
(2k − 4
k
)
−
(2k − 4
k − 2
)
= 0.
Thus {x, y1}Mk+1(Dk). This completes the proof of our claim. 
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